In vitro, in cellulo and structural characterizations of the interaction between the integrase of Porcine Endogenous Retrovirus A/C and proteins of the BET family.
Retroviral integrase (IN) proteins catalyze the permanent integration of the viral genome into host DNA. They can productively recruit cellular proteins, and the human Bromodomain and Extra-Terminal domain (hBET) proteins have been shown to be co-factors for integration of gamma-retroviruses such as Murine Leukemia Virus (MLV) into human cells. By using two-hybrid, co-immunoprecipitation and in vitro interaction assays, we showed that IN of the gamma- Porcine Endogenous Retrovirus-A/C (PERV IN) interacts through its C-terminal domain (CTD) with hBET proteins. We observed that PERV IN interacts with the BRD2, BRD3 and BRD4 proteins in vitro and that the BRD2 protein specifically binds and co-localizes with PERV IN protein in the nucleus of cells. We further mapped the interaction sites to the conserved Extra-Terminal (ET) domain of the hBET proteins and to several amino acids of the of the C-terminal tail of the PERV IN CTD. Finally, we determined the first experimental structure of an IN CTD - BET ET complex from small-angle X-ray scattering data (SAXS). We showed that the two factors assemble as two distinct modules linked by a short loop which confers partial flexibility. The SAXS-restrained model is structurally compatible with the binding of the PERV intasome to BRD2. Altogether, these data confirm the important role of host BET proteins in the gamma-retroviruses' targeting site and efficiency of integration.